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Across

4. Unobserved, not noticed, unrecognized

8. Characterized by intensity of emotion and forcefulness 

of expression

9. Soft, connective tissue on the inside of the bones; the 

innermost or essential part

11. A piece of lumber in a cross section

13. To act of hiding or covering up

14. Behaving in a way that appears one has higher 

standards than is the case; pretending one has moral 

principals that he/she doesn’t posses

17. Secretly or slyly

22. A rhythmic tapping or drumming

25. The ability to predict what will happen or be needed 

in the future

27. In the middle of; surrounded by

28. A narrow opening, usually in a wall or a rock a gap, or 

crack

30. To stop completely, to cease

32. The rhythmic throbbing or beating or artery

34. To annoy, to irritate, or frustrate; to cause distress

35. Chest, or the heart; sometimes the emotions 

associated with the heart

36. To hide or conceal ones feelings or motives

38. Wisdom, good judgment

39. To take part, to cut into pieces, or to tear limb from 

limb

40. Very great, intense ,or deep in thought

Down

1. To diminish, to lesson, to decline

2. Cautious, careful

3. To listen to, to pay attention

5. A superstition that a gaze or stare can cause bodily 

harm.

6. The concealment of ones thoughts or feelings ; 

pretense

7. The refined quality of being sophisticated and 

charming

10. Fatal deadly; human

12. Vigorous, energetic, spirited, cheerful; warm and 

welcoming

15. Clarity, sharpness, focus; the distinguishing quality of 

being exceptional.

16. An idea or a notion, an uncertain belief

18. To think I’d; to imagine, to consider

19. A device that closes or secures something

20. Sorrowful,sad,grief- stricken

21. Disrespectful hatred, scorn, contempt

23. Something I’d little value or of little importance

24. To appoint or instruct someone to preform a task for 

which one is responsible

26. Before

29. To surround or cover completely

31. Sharper or astute or severe, critical, serious

33. Dramatic movements used to emphasize ones speech 

to stress the meaning

37. To restrain, to suppress, to smother

Word Bank

CONCEALMENT SCANTLING WANE FASTENING BOSTOM TRIFLE WARY

CREVICE DISSEMBLE GESTICULATION MORROW MOURNFUL DERISION HEARTY

ACUTE AMID PROFOUND REFRAIN HYPOCRITICAL VEHEMENTLY TATTOO

ENVELOPE HEARKEN DISSIMULATION EVIL EYE STEALTHILY VEX MORTAL

DEPUTE PULSATION FORESIGHT SUPPOSITION UNPERCEIVED STIFLE ERE

DISMEMBER DISTINCTNESS SAGACITY CONCEIVE SUAVITY


